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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Eighth Day: Thursday, November 9, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 71-16-14-9—23%W, 55%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#7)STELLA NOVA: Catches a soft crew on the slight rise; likes to win   
(#2)CRACK YOUR WHIP: Closer likes minor awards; creeps down in class 
(#6)BIG RED SEVEN: Comes in fresh and likes Churchill; the drop suits 
(#3)CHARGINGONBY: Very consistent filly but exits restricted company 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-6-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)ALL SHACKED UP: Toss last at KEE in the slop; 2-for-2 at Churchill   
(#4)CRAWFORD: Like the win stepping up to open company in last start 
(#6)HUNKA BURNING LOVE: Steps up off the claim; has some back class 
(#1)YOUR SECRET’S SAFE: Barn hits at a solid clip off claim; consistent 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-6-1 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#8)MISS KATIE BUG: Good draw; turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint appealing   
(#6)SAHARA BREEZE: Bred to handle the dirt; like the cutback to 7F trip 
(#7)LESSONS FROM AVERY: Hung out wide on debut; 1-turn on the money 
(#4)DON’T TELL LYDIA: Overcame a troubled start out of the box; tighter  
 
SELECTIONS: 8-6-7-4 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)FUTILE: Handy enough to sit off Philoctetes; reunited with Lanerie   
(#4)WARDEN OF THE WEST: Indiana invader is well spotted for $32,000 
(#5)BIG KICK: He has a reliable closing move, likes Churchill; a tick cheap 
(#7)EL BONITO: Second behind top choice in Lexington at 20-1; likes 8.5F 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-5-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#8)AWESOME DAY: Improving, has good dirt form; game for $30K in last   
(#2)SHULAMITE LADY: Good try vs. $50K types; returns off a long layoff 
(#11)MAJESTIC BOLD: Improving; love the surface change to dirt—1st tag 
(#5)SOPHIE’S ANGEL: Woke up for $30K on dirt; third start of form cycle 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-2-11-5 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#3)DURANGO: Gets the pocket trip; burning up the Bayou in A.M. breezes   
(#4)PUT DA BLAME ON ME: Won’t make the lead but handy; 6F too short? 
(#1)BARBARY HALL: Oklahoma raider has a quick turn of foot; class test 
(#6)DREAMIN: Chestnut at her best sprinting on dirt; has company if sent 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-1-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#7)HUMOR: Closer gets legit pace to set up late kick; first start for a tag   
(#10)CONQUEST MYSTIQUE: Blinkers “off”, gelded, drops; used up early? 
(#9)SANTA AMERICANA: Steps up off claim for Asmussen; better on dirt? 
(#8)SNAG: Bay runs well off the sidelines and has never been in this cheap 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-10-9-8 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#3)BEHAVIORAL BIAS: Tough beat in 1st try vs. winners; holds the aces   
(#7)FACTION CAT: He exits “two lifetime” company; loves to run second 
(#2)SPIKES SHIRL: Makes first start since last April; wants more ground? 
(#4)GRANDPA’S DREAM: Been facing better allowance foes; turns back 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-2-4 
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RACE NINE 
(#5)HONOVI: Gets the dream stalking trip; good 12F turf try at Keeneland   
(#9)ZAPPERINI: Acts like he’ll love added distance; been facing tough foes 
(#3)CAMP CREEK: Can certainly stay 1 3/8th-mile trip; attracts Geroux 
(#6)SECRET HOUSE: Pacesetter broke maiden in “slop” stays the trip? 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-9-3-6 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#7)CANDY STRIPER:  Good 4th vs. straight maidens at Keeneland; drops   
(#3)KRISSY’S CANDY: On the drop for Cox; tighter in second start off shelf 
(#2)AIKENETTA: Training forwardly for new outfit; drops, tries 7 panels 
(#8)LOVEMELIKEYOUDO: Barn wins at a solid rate off claim; 7F too short? 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-2-8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


